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Contemporary Style

This contemporary pool was built to work in harmony with the minimalist styling of the property. It features an infinity edge which
creates the illusion of the pool having no edge when viewed from inside the house. Creative use of lighting in the overflow channel
further enhances the pool by night.
Pool contractors: London Swimming Pool Company Ltd, Southfields, London. Pool cost: approx. £60,000



Rock Pool

After travelling the world
and swimming in many
pools, the owners of
this pool wanted a pool
finish to resemble black
‘volcanic rock’ – this
was created by mixing
black and white marble
chips finished with
emerald green grouting.
The pool features
stainless steel fittings
throughout and a
counter current unit to
provide exercise for the
whole family along with
underwater corner
seats and shallow steps
for the young children
to paddle on.
Pool contractors: Rio
Pool Construction
Company Ltd, Wotton
Under Edge,
Gloucestershire
Pool cost: approx.
£56,000
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Mirrored Image

effect which reflects the cutting edge design of the rear of the
Victorian house.
Pool contractors: London Swimming Pool Company Ltd,
Southfields, London. Pool cost: approx. £70,000

OVER £50,000

The owners of this bespoke pool wanted to replicate the mirrored
effect they had seen in a hotel pool whilst on holiday. Black
mosaic tiles were used throughout to create a stunning mirrored



Out With The Old

An existing 50 year old pool
was removed before
construction of this pool
commenced. A simple
design was required to
ensure the pool blends in
with its surroundings. The
pool also features full
length steps at one end,
along with mini underwater
lights and an under-coping
safety cover.
Pool contractors: Abbey
Pools & Leisure,
Toddington, Bedfordshire.
Pool cost: approx. £60,000
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